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“Smalls Change, ultimately, is a 
triumph of meta as much as metal.”

“[Smalls] proves that he can write 
songs on his own that are at once 
brilliant parodies, but also demand 

to be cranked to 11.”“One of the more admirable  
aspects of this album is the way  
that [Smalls addresses] subjects  

that are truly the reality of living as 
an aging rocker.”

“With his first solo album Smalls 
Change...the fictional bassist reflects 

on his life journey so far.”

“Though Smalls Change... 
continues the hilarious legacy of 

Harry Shearer’s satirical rocker, it’s 
no mere comedy album.”

“He may be Smalls but… 
he’s still a big deal.”

“Ludicrously majestic...as with  
the original movie, there’s a hint  

of poignancy underneath.” “There’s wit in nearly  
every couplet.”

“The lyrics are funny, but  
the music is no joke, flipping from 

pounding heavy metal to lush 
symphonic segues.”

“It’s even funnier because the  
lines of…legit rock and parody rock 

are starting to blur together.”

“On Smalls Change, the 75- 
year old Brit doesn’t stray far  

from the signature heavy metal 
sensibility he pursued with  

former bandmates Nigel Tufnel  
and David St. Hubbins in Spinal 

Tap’s heyday.”

For more information, please contact Carla Sacks, Samantha Tillman or Joe Cohen at Sacks & Co.,  
212.741.1000, carla@sacksco.com, samantha.tillman@sacksco.com or joe.cohen@sacksco.com.
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“Under the wig and whiskers, woven 
into the wit and whimsy and bloated 

rock ‘n’ roll bluster of this belated 
solo debut from Spinal Tap bassist 
Smalls are some poignant, even 

touching meditations upon aging.”

“The poignant album finds  
Smalls contemplating the changes 

getting older brings to life.”

“While the idea behind the  
record is comedic in spirit, the list 
of heavy hitters [Smalls] has pulled 
together to help him flesh out the 

music is no joke.”

“Retaining the same bone- 
crunching bass lines, Smalls proves 
that his music can exist outside of 

his famed band.”

“The re-emergence of legendary 
Spinal Tap bassist Derek Smalls... 

is a wonderful thing.”

“Smalls Change offers a  
sometimes-poignant look at the 

aging process from the point of view 
of a lifelong rocker.”

“To call Smalls Change a strictly 
‘solo’ album...would overlook its 

truly astounding guest list.”

“[Smalls] mustered the wherewithal 
to craft a grand, star-studded final 

statement...the craft behind its 
silliness shines through.”

For more information, please contact Carla Sacks, Samantha Tillman or Joe Cohen at Sacks & Co.,  
212.741.1000, carla@sacksco.com, samantha.tillman@sacksco.com or joe.cohen@sacksco.com.

“Smalls Change is an epic  
journey...featuring wall-to-wall 

orchestrations that would make 
Queen or ELO blush.”


